
LEON

TECHNOLOGY TO ENJOY



At the heart of everything we do is the belief that relevant technology should be available to everyone.

We believe that this will make the world a better and more enjoyable place. We want everything

that we create to inspire you to make beautiful things happen. And nowhere is this better expressed 

than in the SEAT Leon range. Stunning design, state-of-the-art safety technology and a dynamic 

driving experience: these are the common denominators of the Leon family. 

TECHNOLOGY
TO ENJOY

LEON SC LEON 5D LEON ST



LEON 5D
WE GIVE DESIGN
A PURPOSE
The new SEAT Leon family has been redesigned from the ground up. Quality engineering and 

technology ensure the Leon 5D is a driving experience like no other. With iconic angular design at its 

heart, the Leon 5D benefi ts from sporty, streamlined proportions that make it responsive at every 

turn. The sharp angles merge seamlessly with fl uid curves and fl owing lines to ensure a bold exterior. 

One that truly sparkles in sunlight and embraces the warmth you have come to expect from a SEAT. 

Without light there is no design and that has driven this car, from conception to completion.

The Leon 5D is more confi dent, more dynamic and fi lled with some of our brightest ideas yet. 

Like the EasyConnect System, which controls the entertainment, communications and car functions 

via a touchscreen. And the SEAT Drive Profi le, allowing you to select different driving modes depending 

on what driving mood you’re in. Available with a range of powerful but effi cient engines, you’ll wonder 

why all cars aren’t engineered like the SEAT Leon 5D. After all, every detail has a higher purpose. 

Put simply, this is a car to enjoy.

LEON 5D



LEON SC
DYNAMIC DRIVING 
FOR A DYNAMIC LIFE
And for the sportier amongst us, look no further than the SEAT Leon Sports Coupé. 

The Leon SC has everything the Leon has and more, with a specifi c focus on agility 

to provide a dynamic driving experience. Being agile allows you to rapidly respond 

to change. It is the skill of movement – the combination of balance, coordination, 

speed, refl exes, strength and endurance. We can think of no better place for those 

attributes than in your car. That’s why the Leon SC is fi tted with a shorter wheelbase 

than the Leon, resulting in a more dynamic chassis and a more responsive drive.

Just like the Leon, the Leon SC benefi ts from one of the best Sound Systems with 

built-in subwoofers in its class, and has a Tiredness Recognition System that will 

alert you if you lose concentration. But if you still want more, there’s also a Direct 

Shift Gearbox with steering wheel paddles that puts sporty driving at your fi ngertips.

Welcome to the bright side of driving.

LEON SC



LEON ST

LEON ST
MORE SPACE
MORE LIFE
We can never be sure what life has in store for us, that’s why we built 

the SEAT Leon ST with versatility at it’s heart. It’s our fi rst Leon 

estate, so naturally we wanted it to be fi rst class. That’s why along 

with all the other great features of the Leon 5D, we packed it full 

of space. It comes with an impressive boot of 587 litres of capacity 

that can easily turn to 1470 l at a push of a button thanks to the 

innovative Easy Back Seat Release System. The boot has a chromed 

loading lip for added protection and offers endless possibilities 

thanks to its multi-leveled fl oor design. 

If that’s not enough, add to it; Adaptive Cruise Control that 

automatically adjusts your speed to keep you safe and a panoramic 

sunroof that gives your view a fresh new perspective. Now that’s 

the SEAT Leon ST. 

Never again will you have to decide between style and versatility.



DON’T LEAVE 
ANYTHING BEHIND
Everything in the SEAT Leon ST has been designed to make the most of its 587 litres 

of boot space. 

The boot has a double-fl oor* that can be easily adjusted using both the tray and boot 

liner underneath. When not in use, the boot tray can be easily stored under the liner, 

increasing the capacity of available space to 687 litres.

The centre opening makes it easy to store or transport long objects. And if further 

space is needed, the Easy Back Seat Release System allows you to fold one or more 

of the rear seats fl at in seconds. A net will ensure that your belongings are secured 

in place. Now you can have full use of 1470 litres of boot space.

There is no item big enough to beat the versatility of the SEAT Leon ST.

* Not available with CNG engines.

1470L CAPACITY.

1470L CAPACITY WITH DIVIDER NET.

OPTIONAL FOLDABLE PASSENGER SEAT.
Scan this QR code and discover the versatile 
boot space in the SEAT Leon ST.



The New SEAT Leon X-PERIENCE, the fi rst Leon all road, combines a distinctive design with exclusive 

features, giving you the perfect vehicle to explore new destinations and have new experiences. 

With this new all road, you can enjoy every second of the journey.

The New SEAT Leon X-PERIENCE maintains the same beautiful design that characterises the Leon 

family, and enhances it for an all road lifestyle. Specifi c features such as protective cladding on 

the wheel arches and side skirts combine robustness with protection, while a higher suspension 

ensures an effortless drive on even the most challenging of roads.

Inside, meticulous attention to detail enhances the car’s style and improves your driving experience. 

Materials of the highest quality are used throughout, with details like the orange stitching on the leather 

steering wheel, adding a touch of sophistication and better grip too. As versatile as it is attractive, with 

the adaptable boot space of up to 1470 litres, you have the fl exibility to pack exactly what you need.

LEON X-PERIENCE 
DESIGNED
FOR DISCOVERY

LEON X-PERIENCE



The New SEAT Leon X-PERIENCE gives you the freedom to discover new places, and its range

of features mean you will have the protection and the effi ciency to go further than ever. 

Travel in safety and comfort on every track thanks to its state-of-the-art technology. The 4Drive 

system automatically adapts to the road, distributing power between the wheels to ensure agility 

and control in every situation. 

The car’s TSI and TDI engines, with up to 380/1750-3000 torque, along with the Start/Stop system 

offer high performance and low consumption, allowing you to enjoy maximum power with minimal 

effort, for a car perfectly suited to explore new routes. 

The SEAT Drive Profi le, with Eco, Normal, Sport and Individual modes, lets you match your driving 

style to your journey. And the optional Navi System High with 3D navigation gets you to your 

destination with ease. 

EQUIPPED FOR
NEW ADVENTURES

LEON X-PERIENCE



LEON CUPRA
THE POWER TO STEER 
YOUR EMOTION
The Leon looks powerful even when it’s standing still. Start the engine, and you’ll discover it’s a 

car that also keeps its promises, without sacrifi cing control and agility. Choose from the formidable 

but effi cient 1.6 litre TDI; the lean, mean 1.2 litre TSI; the all-wheel drive 1.6 TDI 4Drive*; or go all 

out with our most powerful engines – the 1.8 TSI, the 2.0 TDI, or the formidable new 2.0 TSI 280 HP 

available for the top-of-the line Leon CUPRA 280. All our engines are effi cient powerful and 

responsive. Thanks to their innovative fuel economy, performance won’t come at a price. These are 

a new generation of engines with lower emissions and petrol consumption than ever before.

And, with a more evenly balanced suspension, the Leon offers more than just raw power; it connects 

you to the road through a drive that’s sporty, dynamic and comfortable. Add to the mix 4-wheel drive 

for extra traction*, or the optional DSG gearbox with shift paddles mounted on the steering wheel 

and driving the Leon will ensure you have all the power and control right at your fi ngertips.

LEON CUPRA

* Available only for the Leon ST.



WHEN POWER
IS CHARACTER
The new Leon CUPRA 280 HP is SEAT’s most powerful series-production car. 

Featuring an all-new 2.0 TSI dual injection engine and packed with technology 

developed for the racetrack, the new Leon CUPRA 280 HP guarantees precision-driving 

fun and outstanding performance on every drive.

The SEAT Leon CUPRA 280 HP blends stunning dynamics with precise agility.

From the Dynamic Chassis Control, which adapts the characteristics of your Leon 

CUPRA’s chassis to the conditions of the road, to the front-axle differential lock, 

designed to improve traction and handling while also delivering a more precise 

and relaxed steering feel. The new Leon CUPRA’s 280 HP engine provides maximum 

power and its high performance brake system delivers a safe and reliable 

deceleration every time. Even the SEAT Drive Profi le has been redesigned to suit 

the car’s ultra-sporty characteristics.

All this, combined with a dynamic exterior and its impressive effi ciency (6.4 litres 

with DSG and 6.6 with standard gearbox), make the new Leon CUPRA 280 HP 

the car that best expresses SEAT’s racetrack heritage on the road.



BRINGING COLOUR 
TO YOUR CUPRA
New CUPRA Black, White & Orange lines

The SEAT Leon CUPRA takes sporty performance and dynamic design to new heights. 

Now the new optional Black, White and Orange Lines bring yet more sophistication, 

vitality and sportiness to this exemplary model.

Design is so much more than appearance. The design choices you make refl ect your 

character, your emotions and your identity. These new lines allow you to perfectly 

express yourself with outstanding exterior features in all classic black, brilliant white, 

or sporty orange accentuating the powerful appearance of your CUPRA.

With the CUPRA Black Line, enjoy an understated elegant and classic look, while 

with the CUPRA White Line, accentuated vitality and freshness. The CUPRA Orange 

Line gives your car a youthful, athletic, standout look: exterior mirrors, lettering

on the tailgate, outlined front grill frame, 19" CUPRA Alloy Wheel, brake callipers 

and side spoiler, each in Black High Gloss, Pure White or Cupracer Orange.

CUPRA Colour Lines only available for CUPRA 280.



EXCLUSIVE BLACK 
AND ORANGE 
PERFORMANCE 
PACKS
Take your performance even further

The most powerful SEAT just got even more intense. These Performance Packs were 

developed by SEAT Sport to add an extra dimension of excitement to the CUPRA 

280, providing a competition-level driving experience and even more dynamism

on the road. These exclusive Performance Packs come in two signature colours

that give your CUPRA 280 a powerfully sporty look: stylish Black or striking Orange. 

Each pack gives you racing- standard 30/3 alloy wheels, high-tech Brembo brake 

calipers and an aerodynamic exterior rocker panel. Add the optional “Pilot Sport Cup 2” 

Michelin tyres for extra handling, comfort and traction on those fast corners. 

For an even more intense driving experience, choose the Top Performance Pack 

for your CUPRA 280 SC, which also features weight reduction measures to ensure 

the ultimate sportiness on the road.

BREMBO CALIPERS.
Extremely light and exceptionally precise, Brembo Calipers offer signifi cant benefi ts in terms of weight reduction 
and residual torque, which translate to more control and lower emissions.

DYNAMIC DESIGN.
Enhance both the look and performance of your CUPRA 280 with 19" 30/3 
chrome alloys and aerodynamic exterior rocker panels.



THE ENVIRONMENT 
ALSO DESERVES 
TO ENJOY THE RIDE
Bold, powerful and agile, the SEAT Leon Ecomotive is a natural athlete. But it’s also 

a bit of an eco-warrior too.

This is thanks in part to something known as the Start/Stop system. This innovative 

technology limits the amount of time that the engine spends idling, shutting down 

when you’re at a standstill. So if you spend a lot of time in traffi c, it cuts down your 

emissions and your fuel bills.

To give you an example, the most effi cient Leon model is the 1.6 TDI CR 110 HP

(81 KW) Start/Stop, which emits only 87 CO2 g/km of emissions and has a fuel 

consumption of 3.3 l/100 km.

So while the Leon might make a big impression on you, the environment will hardly 

know it’s there.

START/STOP SYSTEM.
This system allows you to save fuel and cut down on CO2 emissions.
Start/Stop System activates when you are in a neutral gear position. The engine turns off 
completely and remains stopped until you put the foot on the clutch. 
To be on the move again, you only need to step on the clutch, shift into fi rst gear and the 
engine will start automatically.

NEUTRALBRAKE & STOP

OFF

FIRST GEARCLUTCH ACTIVATED

ON

Scan this QR code and discover everything about the Ecomotive 
technologies available in the SEAT Leon.



WE CARRY
THE BEST
OF US INSIDE
We wanted the Leon to be more than a car. We wanted it to be an 

experience. That’s why every feature and fi tting is made to such 

exacting standards. From the ergonomic seats and moulded 

instrument clusters, to the chrome door handles and leather 

steering wheel; everything in the Leon breathes an air of quality.

The Leon SC is also fi tted with a shorter wheelbase for more 

impressive design proportions, without losing any space in the back. 

There’s also a range of upholstery choices, including Alcantara, beige 

leather*, black and grey. An extra touch of distinction is provided 

by the LED Interior Illumination Pack, which includes courtesy lights 

(front and rear), foot area and make-up lights, in boot, all with 

bright LED technology. And you’ll fi nd sophisticated infotainment 

systems that will keep you up-to-date and entertained. The Leon SC 

comes with sport seats standard in all trims.

Perfectionism can be seen and felt in every detail of the Leon’s 

construction. And that’s before you’ve even turned the key.

* Not available for Leon SC.



DRIVING PLEASURE 
IS ABOUT ENJOYING
THE DETAILS
Look deep into the Leon’s sculpted front and rear lights, and you’ll see the future: 

SEAT Full LED headlamps. A unique feature that brings the benefi ts of daylight 

to nighttime driving.

LED lights are smarter and more effi cient than their halogen equivalents. You get 

pure white ‘daylight’ at the front for improved vision and faster response lighting 

at the back to give drivers behind you more time to react when you brake. Not only 

do they make you more visible, they also give the Leon a sleek look that’s sure

to be admired. With futuristic lights outside, we had to create the optimum experience 

inside too. 

SEAT’s Drive Profi le allows you to choose the driving mode you want with three 

distinct modes – Normal, Sport and ECO – each giving you full control over the 

Leon’s performance. Every mode allows you to vary engine response, steering, 

interior ambient lighting (red in-sport mode and white in Normal and Eco mode)

and engine sound (via a sound actuator). What’s more, you can even select your 

favourite aspect of each mode to suit your personal driving style. 

You’ll not only see the difference when you drive the SEAT Leon, you’ll also hear 

it and feel it at every stage.

THE WORLD 
RIDES
WITH YOU
The SEAT Sound System and radio, navigator, Bluetooth®, and more, 

are all controlled through our very own EasyConnect entertainment 

system. This allows you to manage the Leon’s large array of 

infotainment options through a single touchscreen mounted

on the dashboard. In addition, the entire console is driver-oriented 

for easier control.

A substantial 5" screen comes as standard, with the option to 

upgrade to a Navi System High, featuring a higher resolution 6.5" 

touch screen, enhanced connectivity and 3D image navigation. 

Whichever you choose, the three-dimensional button designs, 

razor-sharp display and logical interface will keep you connected 

to the world and to your inner-child.

Scan this QR code and discover all the amazing 
new technology in the SEAT Leon.



km/h

km/h

 * Standard for Style and FR trim. Optional for Reference trim.

**  For detailed information go to www.euroncap.com, the 5 star EuroNCAP rating was awarded 

to the SEAT Leon 5D model tested in 2012.

¹ Standard for most of european markets. Check availability in your local market.

TECHNOLOGY
TO DRIVE WITH 
PEACE OF MIND
The most important things that go into the Leon are you and your passengers. 

That’s why we’ve designed it to be one of the safest places you can be on the road. 

For starters it comes with built-in XDS* – a clever piece of technology that improves 

the car’s traction when accelerating through curves. Not to mention Hill Hold 

Control* for smoother hill starts. 

The Leon also looks out for you in other ways. With the aid of a mono-video 

camera installed on the windshield, the High Beam Assist automatically alters the 

intensity of the headlights when faced with oncoming traffi c. Lane Assist warns you 

if you unintentionally drift into another lane and automatically corrects the car’s 

trajectory. There’s even a Tiredness Recognition System that measures your fatigue 

and helps to keep you alert at the wheel. And even in the event of an accident, 

the Automatic Post-Collision Braking System prevents any further impact by applying 

a secondary braking system, on top of triggering the hazard and brake lights. 

Seven airbags come as standard, including knee airbag¹. And in the rear seats there’s 

an iSOFiX system to keep the smallest passengers safe and sound. And with the Leon 

being awarded the maximum 5-star Euro NCAP** safety rating. Wherever you sit 

in the Leon, you’ll always be on the safe side.

ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL INCLUDING AMBIENT TRAFFIC MONITORING “FRONT ASSIST”.
A sensor installed on the front of the car measures the distance and speed relative to vehicles 
up to 200 meters ahead, and automatically adjusts your speed to maintain a safe breaking distance. 

Ambient Traffi c Monitoring “Front Assist”: including city emergency braking function
Audio and visual alerts notify you when danger of a head on collision is detected. If you don’t react 
the system briefl y applies the brakes, before automatically applying the emergency braking system 
to minimize or avoid collision.

LEON SCScan this QR code and discover 
the innovative technology in 
the SEAT Leon designed to keep 
you safe on the road.



SYSTEMS THAT 
CAN FORESEE 
YOUR REACTION

FRONT & REAR PARKING SENSOR. 
These intelligent sensors help guide you into a parking space without incident, warning you if you are too close 

to the kerb, or another car.

AUTOMATIC POST-COLLISION BRAKING SYSTEM.
In the unlikely event of an accident, when the airbags have been deployed this innovative new breaking system 

will slow the vehicle to avoid any further collisions, keeping you and your passengers safer than ever.

HIGH BEAM ASSIST.
Where necessary, the Leon switches from high to low beam settings automatically so as not

to dazzle oncoming traffi c. And it leaves you free to concentrate on the road ahead.

Take a break

Tiredness
detected

TIREDNESS RECOGNITION SYSTEM.
By dynamically analysing your driving decisions, this system can detect if you’re losing 

concentration and will suggest taking a rest. It warns you with a sound and visually by 
displaying an icon on an instrument panel for 5 seconds, repeating itself if necessary.

Scan this QR code and 
discover how the features

in the SEAT Leon help make 
your driving experience as 

safe as possible.



ATTENTION 
TO DETAILS IS 
WHAT MAKES 
US STAND OUT
The SEAT Leon leaves no stone unturned. From start to fi nish 

it is a thing of beauty; with groundbreaking design, dynamism, 

and engineering at the root of its brilliance.

And as much as this car is about stunning features like the SEAT 

Full LED headlamps and SEAT Drive Profi le, that doesn’t mean 

there’s been any less focus on functionality and safety. Details like 

our Post-Collision Breaking System, Lane and High Beam Assist 

all ensure the SEAT Leon is one of the safest cars we’ve ever built. 

A fact backed up by our 5-star EuroNCAP* safety rating. 

The SEAT Leon truly is a car that is as practical as it is beautiful.

So now we’ve done the engineering, you just need to pick your trim, 

upholstery, wheels, paint, and add the joy.

*  For detailed information go to www.euroncap.com, the 5 star EuroNCAP rating was awarded 

to the SEAT Leon 5D model tested in 2012.



TRIMS
SEAT Leon

/  6 Airbags (2 front, 2 side and 2 curtain), knee 

airbag* with passenger airbag deactivation 

/ 4 iSOFiX child seats (2 rear seats)

/ 2 Top Tether rear seats

/ ASR + ABS

/ ESC and Tyre pressure warning indicator

/ URBAN 15" 30/1 steel wheels + Tyre fi t

/ Suspension comfort

/  Twin Halogen headlamp with Daytime 

running light 

/ Coming home function (manual)

/ Air conditioning

/  Boot: 12V + 2 side covers (right & left) 

+ 1 elastic bands (right side)¹

/ Front reading lights

/ Electric exterior mirrors

/ Illuminated boot

/  Power looking + remote control with 2 foldable 

keys & opening selective boot (3buttons)

/ Board computer (including external temperature)

/ Gear recommendation indicator

/ 3.5" segment cluster

/ Interior Black

/ Driver seat height adjustment

/ Rear seats backrest 1/3 2/3 split folding, reclining

/  Driver and Passenger sun visor, covered mirror, 

driver with card holder

/ Front cup holder

/ Cargo rings in boot

/ Cover boot¹

/ Black roof rails¹

/ Double fl oor¹

/ Rear reading lights¹

REFERENCE

A Basic version is also available for Leon with the same equipment as the Reference trim,

but without air conditioning, Media System Touch and split folding and reclining rear seats backrest.

* Standard for most of european markets. Check availability in your local market.

¹ Only available for Leon ST (except CNG engines).



IN ADDITION TO REFERENCE TRIM

/  Driver and passenger bag in front seat backrest

/  Driver box under front seat 

/  Heated exterior mirrors

/  Interior differentiation (colour and trim), 3D instrument clusterand chromed package

/  Hand brake in leather

/  Armrest in front seats

/  Controls in steering wheel in leather and gear shift knob in leather 

/  Cruise control 

/  DESIGN 16" 30/2 alloy wheels + Tyre fi t

/  Electric and heated exterior mirrors

/  Front and rear reading lights

/  Med 3.5" monochrome segment cluster 

/  Media System Colour with 5" colour touch screen, sound features (MP3/WMA), 

USB connection, SD card, Bluetooth® (phone + audio streaming), CD, AUX-in

and 6 speakers

/  Interior Style Black

/  Driver and passenger with seat height adjustment

/  Driver and passenger sun visor, covered and illuminated mirror,driver with card holder

/  Central console high with integrated box and cup holder and rear air outlet

/ Rear armrest¹

/ Easy back seat release¹

/ Chromed Ladekante¹

/ Chromed roof rails¹

STYLE

¹ Only available for Leon ST.



IN ADDITION TO STYLE TRIM

/  Aluminium FR door step in front doors

/  Front reading lights with ambient spot/ foot area illumination

/  Front fog lamps with cornering function

/  Dark tinted windows

/  SEAT Drive Profi le with steering response, Throttle response, gear shifts mode 

(only with DSG) and multicolor ambient light (red for sport/white for comfort)

in door panels

/  Specifi c FR differentiation (interior and exterior colour and trim)

/  Leather steering wheel in FR design

/  2 zones climatronic

/  Driver and passenger lumbar adjustment

/  DYNAMIC 17" 30/2 alloy wheel + Tyre fi t

/  Visible double exhaust pipe chromed

/  FR suspension

/  Twin Halogen headlamp with Daytime running light and rear LED headlamps

/  Front and rear electric windows¹

/  Electric, heated and foldable exterior mirrors with parking position and co driver 

with lowering function

/  Media System Colour with 5" colour touch screen, sound features (MP3/WMA), 

USB connection, SD card, Bluetooth® (phone + audio streaming), CD, AUX-in

and 8 speakers

/  Front sport seats with cloth and simile leather

/  Interior FR black

FR

¹ Rear electric windows not available for Leon SC.



LEON I-TECH
When technology doesn’t give up on anything

Everything you need, as standard. The SEAT Leon I-TECH opens the door to a high 

spec car, while remaining well and truly in your budget. For once, what-you-see 

really is what-you-get.

The Leon I-TECH is every bit as practical as it is entertaining. Light and Rain sensors 

automatically control the headlights and windscreen wipers to keep your view 

ahead absolutely clear, regardless of the conditions you are driving in. The Driving 

Assistance Pack makes your safety its absolute priority, with Lane Assist and High 

Beam Assist.

Take a look at the Radio Media System Plus and you will notice the innovative 

proximity sensor that reconfi gures the menu for easier use. Streaming any external 

source of music is easy, keeping you wrapped in your favorite songs with the great 

sounding 8 speaker sound system.

With entertainment, practicality, and safety taken care of it is time to talk about

the great looks of the SEAT Leon I-TECH. Its exclusive Tossa Blue paint will make you 

the envy of other road users as you roll by on 16" or 17" titanium coloured alloy wheels. 

You will be sitting proud in the I-TECH’s high quality interior, with sport seats, leather 

steering wheel, gearshift knob, and handbrake all fi nished in cool blue stitching.

All of these fantastic features, at no extra cost make the SEAT Leon I-TECH a sensible 

choice, while looking like a lavish one.

The Tossa Blue color shown in the photo is optional for I-TECH.

The Dynamic 17" 30/3 Titanium Alloy Wheel show in the photo is optional for I-TECH.

LEON I-TECH



CLOTH FALSET III¹ / ³ WPS / AH  L R CLOTH ONA (INTERIOR GREY/BLACK)³ BJ PLE / AG PLE St

CLOTH ONA (INTERIOR BLACK)³ AH St

LEATHER BEIGE SPORT SEATS** 4 / 5 LJ WL5 St

LEATHER BLACK/GREY SPORT SEATS** BJ WL2 / AG WL2 St

ALCANTARA SPORT SEATS* AH WL3 St

QUARTZ CLOTH 04 PIT6 / 04 PL27 I

CLOTH TECHNY B SPORT SEATS*² CP FR

UPHOLSTERY

Leon /L/

Reference /R/

Style /St/

I-TECH /I/

CUPRA /C/

X-PERIENCE /XP/

Serial 

Optional 

* Some parts in simil leather.

** Perforated on sides.

¹ With sports seats for Leon 5D and ST.

² With red stitching.

³ With sport seats for Leon SC.
4 Not available for Leon SC.
5 With divider net and not available with panorama sunroof.
6 With Driving Assistance Pack.
7 Without Driving Assistance Pack.
8 Only for Leon Cupra 280.
9 With orange stitching. ALCANTARA BLACK SPORT SEATS*² CP WL3 FR



CLOTH TECHNIC GREY*² CP PLE FR

UPHOLSTERY

Leon /L/

Reference /R/

Style /St/

I-TECH /I/

CUPRA /C/

X-PERIENCE /XP/

Serial 

Optional 

* Some parts in simil leather.

** Perforated on sides.

¹ With sports seats for Leon 5D and ST.

² With red stitching.

³ With sport seats for Leon SC.
4 Not available for Leon SC.
5 With divider net and not available with panorama sunroof.
6 With Driving Assistance Pack.
7 Without Driving Assistance Pack.
8 Only for Leon Cupra 280.
9 With orange stitching. TOP SPORT ALCANTARA LE C

LEATHER BLACK LE WL1 C

LEATHER BLACK/GREY NEVADA LE WL4 C

BUCKET SEAT 8 LE WL6 C

LEATHER BLACK SPORT SEATS** AH WL1 / CP WL1 / AD WL1 St FR² XP

X-PERIENCE CLOTH9  AD XP

ALCANTARA X-PERIENCE SPORT SEATS*9 AD WL3 XP



COLOURS

Do you want to discover what makes this car unique? 

Scan this code to access the car confi gurator and 

personalize your own amazing SEAT Leon.

Leon /L/ Reference /R/ Style /St/ I-TECH /I/ CUPRA /C/ X-PERIENCE /XP/  Serial   *Not available for Leon ST. ¹Soft colour. ²Metallic colour.

TOSSA BLUE R1R1² I

WHITE B4B4¹ L R St I FR XP

APOLO BLUE I4I4² L R St I FR

PIRINEOS GREY 0C0C² L R St I FR C XP MIDNIGHT BLACK 0E0E² L R St I FR C XP

EMOCION RED 9M9M¹ L R St I FR C XP MONTSANT RED V0V0² L R St FR

 LIMA GREEN I3I3*² L R St FR

TECHNIC GREY T4T4² L R St I FR XP

NEVADA WHITE 2Y2Y² L R St I FR C XP ESTRELLA SILVER P5P5² L R St I FR C XP

ALOR BLUE E4E4² L R St FR C

DYNAMIC GREY A8A8² C

ADVENTURE BROWN S3S3² L R St FR XP



WHEELS

DYNAMIC 17" 30/1 St DYNAMIC 17" 30/3 StURBAN 15" 30/1 L R DESIGN 16" 30/2 TITANIUM IURBAN 16" 30/1 R DYNAMIC 17" 30/3 TITANIUM IDESIGN 16" 30/1 R DYNAMIC 17" 30/2 FRDESIGN 16" 30/2 St

PERFORMANCE 18" 30/2 MACHINED FR

PERFORMANCE 18" 30/1 FR

Leon /L/ Reference /R/ Style /St/ I-TECH /I/ CUPRA /C/ X-PERIENCE /XP/  Serial  Optional 

CUPRA 18" 30/2 HIGH GLOSS¹ C CUPRA 19" 30/2 TITANIUM C CUPRA 19" 30/2 BLACK² C CUPRA 19" 30/2 WHITE³ C CUPRA 19" 30/2 ORANGE³ C CUPRA 19" 30/3 ORANGE4 C X-PERIENCE 18" XPCUPRA 19" 30/3 BLACK4 C X-PERIENCE 17" XP

¹ Only available for CUPRA 265. ² Only for CUPRA 280 and also in combination with CUPRA Black Line. ³ Only for CUPRA 280 in combination with CUPRA Colour Lines. 4 Only for CUPRA 280 in combination with Performance Pack.



ACCESSORIES
The Leon is about as well equipped as a car can be, but there 

are plenty of premium extras just waiting to be given a test drive.

In our range, you’ll fi nd accessories that give your car a personal 

touch like Aerodynamic Kit. Sculpted by SEAT designers to give 

your SEAT Leon even greater confi dence on the road. 

All components have passed demanding SEAT quality 

and resistance tests.

FRONT BUMPER.
5F0071060A

SKIRT KIT.
5F0071610A

18" ALLOY WHEEL.
5F0071490 79Y

SPOILER.
5F0071606A / 5F0071606B

REAR BUMPER.
5F0071609

SPORT EXHAUST PIPE.
5F0072000



ACCESSORIES
And still other accessories that help you to transport your belongings, 

from surf racks to trailer hitches. There’s even a wide range of tried 

and tested child seats. Every one of the SEAT Accessories is made 

to the same exacting standards as your Leon. In the Leon theres 

always room to accessories.

TOW BAR.
5F9803881

SKI RACK.
3B0071129F / 3B0071129G

LOAD SEPARATION GRILLE.
5F9061205B

ILLUMINATED SIDE SILLS.
5F0071691 / 5F0071691B

SPORT TORNADO 
RED GEAR KNOB.

5-Speed: 5F0064230F
6-Speed: 5F0064230G



Total Service. Total peace of mind
SEAT SERVICE

INSPECTION AND
MAINTENANCE

CAR PICKUP
AND DELIVERY

SEAT EXPRESS
SERVICE

ACTIVE
INSPECTION

CLEVER REPAIR BODYWORK
AND PAINT

PARKING
SERVICE

MECHANICAL 
AND ELECTRICAL

SEAT GENUINE
PARTS

PRE-MOT

FINANCE SEAT SERVICE
NETWORK

CAR WASH
SERVICE

SEAT SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

Manage your SEAT’s servicing in the most practical way and 

spread its cost by adding it to your fi nance agreement to enjoy 

years of peace of mind.

SEAT SERVICE MOBILITY

Continuous roadside assistance for two years (with the option to 

extend). Fast, effi cient help 24/7 at home and in over 30 countries 

whether you need a replacement car, transport for you and your 

passengers or overnight accommodation. We will always fi nd the 

best solution for you.

SEAT WARRANTY EXTENSION

Your new SEAT is covered by a comprehensive worldwide warranty 

covering parts, accessories and labour without mileage restriction. 

For added peace of mind, you can extend this protection – for worry-

free driving in the years to come.

SEAT INSURANCE

Nobody knows your SEAT car better than SEAT. By choosing SEAT 

Insurance, you know that your SEAT is always in the hands of our 

SEAT Service experts. SEAT Insurance is a fully comprehensive 

insurance specifi cally and exclusively designed for SEAT cars, 

ensuring you the best of protections.

SEAT GENUINE ACCESSORIES

Give your car even more personality with the complete range

of Genuine SEAT Accessories, fi tted by the experts.

2 YEARS WARRANTY

Every new SEAT bought from an authorised dealer is covered by 

a two year, unlimited mileage manufacturer’s warranty covering 

any defects in manufacture or workmanship.

2 YEARS REPAIR WARRANTY

If your car is repaired at an Authorised SEAT Service point using 

Genuine SEAT parts, we offer a 2 year warranty on both parts and 

labour – with no mileage limit.

6-12 YEARS ANTICORROSION WARRANTY

Your new SEAT comes with a fully-galvanised body, which means 

we can offer a full 12 years guarantee against corrosion.

COURTESY CAR

The SEAT Authorised Service Network will offer you a replacement 

vehicle at a very reasonable price so you can get about while your 

car is in our workshop.

SEAT CUSTOMER CARE

We’re here 24 hours a day every day to answer your questions 

and solve any problems you have with your SEAT. Just email 

xxxx@seat.xx or call XXXXXXXXX.

SEAT offers a complete range of Services designed to protect you and offer total peace of mind



s e a t . c o m

SEAT is committed to a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right to make changes to specifications, colours and prices without notice. 

The information in this brochure can therefore be given as guidance only. While SEAT makes every effort to ensure that specifications are accurate at the time 

of publication, you should always check with your authorised SEAT Partner for the latest information. Due to limitations of the printing process the colours 

reproduced in this brochure may vary slightly from the actual paint colour and material. This vehicle and all its parts, as well as the original spares, were 

designed according to the Legal Regulations governing the prevention and minimisation of Environmental Impact, through the use of recycled/recyclable 

materials, with measures taken to achieve suitable recycling for the conservation and improvement of environmental quality.

11/2014. Printed in Spain.

SEAT recommends

We are Spanish and German. We are passionate perfectionists. We are emotional technologists. Everything we know, 

is everything you feel. We give design a purpose. We bring technology to life. We call it TECHNOLOGY TO ENJOY. We are SEAT.


